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unfriendly attitude. She had become the ardent supporter
of Sardinia, for whom, by the Treaty of Worms, she had
secured uncompensated concessions from Austria: and when
Austria had proposed to establish Don Philip in Sardinian
territory instead of in her own Italian Dominions, England
had obstinately refused to permit it.1
Apart from this annoyance given by England to Austria
in the War, their alliance had become of little value. England's ceases to
ambitions were chiefly opposed to those of France, and were interests of
to be realised in the colonies and at sea: the chief function
of the Austrian Alliance was merely to preserve the Nether-
lands and to protect Hanover. Austria, on the other hand,
with little interest in sea-power and none in colonies, could
gain little from English support since England steadily
refused to countenance Austrian designs on Prussia's latest
acquisitions. As Kaunitz2 rose to power in Austria, he
became definitely occupied with reasserting her position
in Germany, and cared little either for the Netherlands or
for Austrian possessions in Italy. He was therefore not
prepared to receive favourably George II's proposal to
renew the Barrier Treaty, and this was a prominent cause of
the breach between England and Austria, By that Treaty
Holland had been allowed to garrison eight forts on the
frontier between France and the Austrian Netherlands,
three-fifths of the expense being borne by Austria and the
rest by Holland. These defences had never been satisfactorily
maintained, and during the War of the Austrian Succession
French troops had crossed the frontier, overrun the Austrian
Netherlands and invaded Holland. Austria now declared
that the Treaty was therefore dissolved, and she refused to
renew it unless her own complete sovereignty over the
Barrier was recognised.3
Austria, meanwhile, began to see that France would be a
more reliable and a more useful ally than England.   This
1	Lodge, Studies in Eighteenth-Century Diplomacy, p, 374,
2	Kaunitz was ambassador for Austria at Turin from 1742-44,
her representative at Aix-la-Chapeile, and from 1750 till his retire-
ment in 1792 her chief minister.
3	See History, October, 1930.    Article on " The Maritime Powers
in the Eighteenth Century/' by Sir R. Lodge.

